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This paper discusses two extensions of the kernel „Log framework presented by Jacquet
and De Bosschere (1994): local blackboards and conditional access primitives. The former
are needed to alleviate the blackboard communication bottleneck and to solve message
naming con°icts whereas the latter improve the message selection power of pattern
matching or uniflcation. We propose a syntax for both extensions, give their operational
semantics, provide a declarative semantics and prove the soundness and completeness
properties in our setting. Moreover, we discuss a specialization of this framework using
Prolog as target language. An implementation is presented and the applicability of the
proposed framework and language is argued through the coding of a reactive system.
c° 1996 Academic Press Limited
1. Introduction
1.1. blackboard-based programming
The last decade has evidenced a clearly growing interest for coordination languages (Ba-
natre and Le M¶etayer, 1991; De Bosschere et al., 1993, 1994). These languages, based on
coarse grained application parallelism, have been proved to be a viable alternative for
the exploitation of flne grained parallelism speciflc to a particular language. They make
the concepts of process creation, communication and synchronization explicit at the pro-
gramming level and allow for the integration of several pieces of code written in various
languages possibly related to difierent programming styles such as imperative program-
ming, object-oriented programming, logic programming, functional programming and
constraint programming. Moreover, the clear separation between communication and
computation eases the task of coding large cooperative systems by allowing to flrst focus
on each part, considered in isolation, assuming that the required data will eventually
be available, and then, by simply composing these parts in parallel, making sure that
suitable data are made available.
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1.2. goals of the paper
Recently, we have proposed the „Log framework (Jacquet and De Bosschere, 1994).
As a snapshot, it uses a blackboard as a communication medium which is accessed by
(parallel) processes by means of tell, get and read operations. Another important feature
following from Linda (Ahuja et al., 1986) is that (active) processes and (passive) data
are handled in a completely similar way, namely, telling a process to create it, getting a
process to kill it and reading a process to check its existence. A prototype implementation
has proved the implementability of this framework and the coding of several applications
has revealed the ease of programming with it. This paper builds on this work to present
two new mechanisms that are currently lacking, and that are of a practical necessity as
well as not expressible by means of existing primitives.
On the one hand, local blackboards are introduced to provide processes with private
memories as well as to allow communication between processes to take place locally
instead of globally. On the other hand, conditional operations are proposed in order to
select data on the blackboard in a richer way than what can be achieved by uniflcation
only.
The resulting framework, called again „Log, is analysed subsequently and its interest
is substantiated through the coding of an elevator system in a concrete programming
language. Moreover, our work taking place in the logic programming setting, operational
and declarative semantics are provided and are related. Finally, implementation issues are
discussed to prove the feasibility of our approach. As may be appreciated from Sections 3,
4, 5, the above extensions call for non-obvious developments both at the theoretical and
practical levels.
It is here worth noting that the key ideas of the paper are not limited to the con-
text of „Log but are applicable to any Linda-based language and also to channel-based
languages. „Log is actually used here as a support for the presentation of our ideas
and as a case study with respect to language expressiveness and implementation. Sim-
ilarly, classical Horn clause programs are employed in „Log but work under progress
aims at proving that these ideas can be lifted to any other programming paradigm such
as constraint programming, object-oriented programming, functional programming, and
imperative programming.
1.3. organization of the paper
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. After having specifled the prim-
itives of the extended „Log framework in Section 2, Section 3 deflnes its operational
semantics. The declarative semantics are discussed in Section 4 and are related to the
operational semantics. In particular, the classical soundness and completeness properties
are established in our context. As an interesting consequence, our work is proved to flt
into the classical main lines of logic programming. A language embodying the ideas of
„Log and using Prolog as target language is presented in Section 5. Its implementation is
also described there. Section 6 then illustrates the interest of the new primitives through
the coding of an elevator system. Finally, Section 7 compares our work with related work
and Section 8 draws our conclusion.
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2. The Language
As usual in logic programming, the extended framework|also called „Log|comprises
denumerably inflnite sets of variables, functions and predicates. They are referred to as
Svar , Sfunct and Spred , respectively. The notions of term, atom, substitution, . . . are
deflned therefrom as usual [see e.g. Lloyd (1987)]. Their set is referred to as Sterm,
Satom, Ssubst , . . . , respectively. We assume the reader to be familiar with them and will
not recall them here. Rather, we now specify the concepts induced by the blackboard
extensions.
Definition 2.1. Conditions are deflned as sequences of atoms. The empty condition is
denoted by 4. The set of conditions is subsequently referred to as Scond.
Definition 2.2. Blackboard primitives and goals are deflned inductively as follows:
1. the blackboard primitives are constructs of the form
tellbb(bbn; bbt ; bbg ;C ), tellt(bbn; t ;C ), tellp(bbn; p;C ),
readbb(bbn;C ), readt(bbn; t ;C ), readp(bbn; p;C ),
getbb(bbn;C ), gett(bbn; t ;C ), getp(bbn; p;C ),
where bbn is a ground term, t is a term, p is a goal, bbt is a list of terms, bbg is a
list of goals and C is a condition;
2. any atom and any blackboard primitive is a goal;
3. 2 is a goal, representing the empty goal;
4. if G1 and G2 are goals, then so are the sequential composition G1 ; G2 and the
parallel composition G1 kG2.
The queries also called initial goals or igoals, for short, are non-empty lists of goals
[G1; : : : ; Gm] sharing no variables. The sets of goals and initial goals are subsequently
referred to as Sgoal and Sigoal, respectively. Moreover, the set of blackboard names|
formally, the set ground(Sterm), where, for any set S, ground(S) denotes the set of all
ground instances of elements of S|is referred to as Sbbname.
As suggested, the construct tellbb is used to create a new (local) blackboard named bbn
with the terms of bbt and the processes of bbg as initial terms and processes, respectively.
Similarly, tellt and tellp add a term and a process to the specifled blackboard. The readbb,
readt , readp primitives are respectively employed to check the presence of a blackboard,
of a term on a blackboard and of a process on a blackboard. The get primitives not only
check a blackboard, term or process but do also remove them.
The communication between „Log processes is designed to be strictly limited to black-
board communication. Therefore, terms and processes are actually renamed before being
placed on a blackboard. Similarly, initial goals are requested to share no variables. This
design decision initially imposed by the purity of the model has turned out to be crucial
for implementability purposes. Among others, problems caused by distributed backtrack-
ing [see e.g. Delta-Prolog problems in Pereira et al., (1986)] are avoided.
Definition 2.3. „Log programs are composed of two parts. A flrst part consists in a
set of Horn clauses whose bodies are general goals and therefore can contain blackboard
primitives. They are denoted as H ˆ G. A second part consists in a set of pure Horn
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clauses (thereby containing no blackboard primitives) used to deflne atoms of conditions.
They are noted as H ( B, to be distinguished from the former clauses. The set of pro-
grams composed of these clauses is subsequently denoted as Scprog. The set of programs
is subsequently denoted by Sprog and a program is typically denoted by the pair (Pb; Pc)
expressing the above two parts respectively.
The „Log framework distinguishes two kinds of processes. Processes that are created
at blackboard start-up time are called foreground processes. They correspond, on the
one hand, to the parallel resolution of the goals of the considered initial goal, and, on
the other hand, to the processes created together with a new blackboard. Note that the
flrst goal can actually be regarded as a speciflc case of the last ones: indeed, they can
be viewed as generated by the creation of the flrst blackboard, subsequently called init.
These goals are requested to terminate in order to allow the whole computation to be
considered as successful.
Processes that are created at run time on blackboards are called background processes.
They act as daemons on the blackboards and have their efiect on the blackboards as
unique point of interest. Hence, their termination or failure is of no concern for the
success of the computation.
Foreground and background processes are formalized as follows.
Definition 2.4. Foreground and background processes are constructs of the form
ˆ G@ µ and -ˆ G@ µ, respectively, where G is a goal and µ is a substitution. A process
is either a foreground process or a background process. It is denoted by an \(" arrow
(as in ( G@ µ) when there is no concern for its qualiflcation of being foreground or
background. The set of processes is subsequently referred to as Sproc. The set of (possibly
empty) multisets of background processes is subsequently referred to as Sbg.
Convention 2.5. Given an igoal ig, we denote by ‡g the associated list of processes
obtained by considering all the goals of ig as foreground processes and by associating each
goal with the empty substitution †.
3. Operational Semantics
We now formally describe the operational semantics of „Log. The conflgurations to
be considered are described in the next section. The transition rules are presented in
Section 3.2. A (formal) operational semantics together with the success set semantics are
deflned in Section 3.3.
3.1. configurations
Classically, conflgurations for languages are composed of the current statement to be
executed accompanied by a state, summing up the results computed so far. In our context,
the contents of the blackboards sums up both the active components, corresponding to
the statements, and the passive components, corresponding to the states. Conflgurations
to be considered here thus report the current contents of the blackboards. Moreover,
each blackboard is described by its name (bbn), its terms (bbt) and its processes (bbp),
with each process being described by an expression of the form ( G@ µ where G is the
goal to be solved and µ is the substitution summing up the values computed so far for
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its variables. Note that, because processes do not share variables, it is possible to make
local the bindings relative to the processes in a substitution associated with them.
Conflgurations are thus sets of elements of the form hbbn; bbt; bbpi: As blackboards
are identifled by their name bbn, the conflgurations have the property that, for any
ground term bbn, there is only one triplet-element corresponding to it. The set of such
conflgurations is subsequently denoted by Sconf .
The transition rules allow to pick some processes and blackboards inside multisets and
sets, respectively. For the ease of notation and to avoid any ambiguity, we will use the
following two conventions.
On the one hand, the notation m[ ] is introduced to denote a multiset where a place
holder has been introduced at some place and the notation m[e] is used to denote the
multiset obtained from m[ ] by substituting the place holder by the element e. Manipu-
lations will possibly lead to derive from such a multiset m, similar multisets, noted m0,
where the place holder may be removed. In such a case, by abuse of notation, the ex-
pression m0[e] is used to denote the multiset m0, the element e thus being discarded. We
will denote by m1 + m2 the multiset resulting from the union of the two multisets m1
and m2.
On the other hand, we will use the notations fjejg and fje1 e2jg to denote respectively
a set (not necessarily reduced to one or two elements) in which the element e and the
elements e1; e2 have been selected. With respect to blackboards, by convention, e1 and
e2 will be considered to denote the same element in case they have the same name. The
notation fj jg will be used to denote the above sets where the elements e; e1; e2 have been
removed. Classical operators on sets will be used, mostly with the expected meaning. The
only exception will actually concern union. Making the union of two conflgurations in the
standard way may produce a set containing two triplets identifled by the same bbn fleld.
This is circumvented by replacing the [ operator by the following ] operator. Intuitively,
it amounts to replacing these two triplets by one identifled by the common identifler and
associated with the union of their multisets of terms and processes. The precise deflnition
is as follows.
Definition 3.1. Deflne ] : P(Sconf) £ P(Sconf) ! P(Sconf) as follows: for any
S1; S2 2 P(Sconf),
S1 ] S2 = fhbbn; bbt1; bbp1i 2 S1 : there is no bbt2; bbp2 such that hbbn; bbt2; bbp2i 2 S2g
[fhbbn; bbt2; bbp2i 2 S2 : there is no bbt1; bbp1 such that hbbn; bbt1; bbp1i 2 S1g
[fhbbn; bbt1 + bbt2; bbp1 + bbp2i : hbbn; bbt1; bbp1i 2 S1; hbbn; bbt2; bbp2i 2 S2g:
Finally, it turns out that the behavior of compound goals is determined by the behav-
ior of elementary parts, namely of atoms and of blackboard primitives. The transition
system can thus be deflned by specifying the transition rules for the basic reductions of
atoms and of blackboard primitives, and by giving the (classical) rules of composition for
the compound goals. However, these last rules can be expressed directly in the former
rules provided a suitable notion of contexts is introduced. Essentially, such a context
determines, thanks to a place holder r, which atoms or blackboard primitives can be
reduced in any goal. The resulting goal is then obtained from the goal under consider-
ation by replacing the reduced atoms and blackboard primitives by their corresponding
subgoals according to their reduction.
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Definition 3.2. The contexts are the functions inductively deflned on the goals by the
following rules. They are typically represented by the letter c, possibly subscripted.
1. r is a context that maps any goal to itself. For any goal G, this application is
subsequently referred to as r[[G]].
2. If c is a context and if G is a goal, then (c ;G), (c kG), (G k c) are contexts. Their
applications are deflned as follows: for any goal G 0,
(c ;G)[[G0]] = c[[G0]] ;G
(c kG)[[G0]] = c[[G0]] kG
(G k c)[[G0]] = G k c[[G0]]:
In the above rules, we further state that the structure (Sgoal ; ;; k;2) is a bimonoid. More-
over, in the following, we will simplify the goals resulting from the application of contexts
accordingly.
3.2. transition rules
The operational behavior of „Log processes is formally deflned as in Plotkin (1981) by
means of a transition relation, itself specifled by rules of the form
CC1 ! CC2 if Conditions;
that asserts the transition from the conflguration CC1 to the conflguration CC2 whenever
the Conditions hold. The precise deflnition calls the deflnition of an auxiliary derivation
relation formalizing the classical SLD-derivation. It is recalled here for completeness
purposes.
Definition 3.3. Deflne ‘ as the smallest relation of Scprog £ Scond £ Ssubst that sat-
isfles the following rules (E) and (A).
(E)
Pc ‘ 4 [†]
(A)
Pc ‘ (B;As)µ [¾]
Pc ‘ A;As [µ¾]
if
‰
(H ( B) 2 Pc
Hunifles with A with mgu µ
¾
:
Definition 3.4. Deflne the transition relation ! as the smallest relation of Sconf £
Sconf satisfying the rules (Ag) to (G2p) of Figures 1, 2, 3, and 4. As usual, for the ease
of reading, the more suggestive notation CC1 ! CC2 is subsequently employed instead
of ! (CC1; CC2). Moreover, the notation CC1 ! CC2 CC3 is used as a shorthand
for the two transitions CC1 ! CC2 and CC1 ! CC3, respectively assuming that the
two blackboards under considerations in CC1 are distinct (i.e., n 6= bbn) and equal (i.e.,
n = bbn).
Note that, thanks to the bimonoid structure imposed in Deflnition 3:2, it is implicitly
understood in the rules (Ag) to (G2p) that (2 ;G), (2 kG), (G k2) are to be interpreted
as G . It is also assumed there that the foreground and background qualiflcations are
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(Ag) fj hn; bt;m[( c[[A]]@µ]i jg ! fj hn; bt;m[( c[[B]]°@µ°]i jg
if
n
(H ˆ B) is a fresh renaming of a clause of Pb
H and A unify with mgu °
o
Figure 1. Atom reduction.
(Tb) fj hn; bt;m[( c[[tellbb(bbn; bbt; bbg; C)]]@µ]i jg !
fj hn; bt;m[( c[[2]]¾@µ¾]i jg ] fhbbn; bbt0; bbg0ig
if
8<:
bbn is a ground term
Pc ‘ C [¾]
bbt0 and bbg0 are respectively obtained from bbt¾ and bbg¾
by freshly renaming their elements individually
9=;
(Tt) fj hn; bt;m[( c[[tellt(bbn; t; C)]]@µ]i hbbn; bbt; bbpi jg !
fj hn; bt;m[( c[[2]]¾@µ¾]i hbbn; bbt+ fug; bbpijg fj hn; bt+ fug ;m[( c[[2]]¾@µ¾]ijg
if
(
bbn is a ground term
Pc ‘ C [¾]
u is a fresh renaming of t¾
)
(Tp) fj hn; bt;m[( c[[tellp(bbn; p; C)]]@µ]i hbbn; bbt; bbpi jg !
fj hn; bt;m[( c[[2]]¾@µ¾]i hbbn; bbt; bbp+ f -ˆ q@†gijg
fj hn; bt;m[( c[[2]]¾@µ¾] + f -ˆ q@†gijg
if
(
bbn is a ground term
Pc ‘ C [¾]
q is a fresh renaming of p¾
)
Figure 2. Tell reductions.
(Rb) fj hn; bt;m[( c[[readbb(bbn; C)]]@µ]i hbbn; bbt; bbpi jg !
fj hn; bt;m[( c[[2]]¾@µ¾]i hbbn; bbt; bbpi jg fj hn; bt;m[( c[[2]]¾@µ¾]i jg
if
n
bbn is a ground term
Pc ‘ C [¾]
o
(Rt) fj hn; bt;m[( c[[readt(bbn; t; C)]]@µ]i hbbn; bbt; bbpi jg !
fj hn; bt;m[( c[[2]]°¾@µ°¾]i hbbn; bbt; bbpi jg fj hn; bt;m[( c[[2]]°¾@µ°¾]i jg
if
8><>:
bbn is a ground term
9v 2 bbt : any fresh renaming v 0 of v unifles with t
° is the mgu corresponding to the uniflcation of t
and of some fresh renaming of such a term v
Pc ‘ C° [¾]
9>=>;
(Rp) fj hn; bt;m[( c[[readp(bbn; p; C)]]@µ]i hbbn; bbt; bbpi jg !
fj hn; bt;m[( c[[2]]°¾@µ°¾]i hbbn; bbt; bbpi jg fj hn; bt;m[( c[[2]]°¾@µ°¾]i jg
if
8><>:
bbn is a ground term
9( -ˆ G) 2 bbp : any fresh renaming G 0 of G unifles with p
° is the mgu corresponding to the uniflcation of p and of some fresh
renaming of such a process -ˆ G
Pc ‘ C° [¾]
9>=>;
Figure 3. Read reductions.
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(Gb) fj hn; bt;m[( c[[getbb(bbn; C)]]@µ]i hbbn; bbt; bbpi jg !
fj hn; bt;m[( c[[2]]¾@µ¾]i jg fj jg
if
n
bbn is a ground term
Pc ‘ C [¾]
o
(Gt) fj hn; bt;m[( c[[gett(bbn; t; C)]]@µ]i hbbn; bbt; bbpi jg !
fj hn; bt;m[( c[[2]]°¾@µ°¾]i hbbn; bbt0; bbpi jg fj hn; bbt0;m[( c[[2]]°¾@µ°¾]i jg
if
8>>>><>>>>:
bbn is a ground term
9v 2 bbt : any fresh renaming v 0 of v unifles with t
u is such a term v in bbt
° is the mgu corresponding to the uniflcation of t
and of some fresh renaming of u
bbt 0 is bbt where u has been removed
Pc ‘ C° [¾]
9>>>>=>>>>;
(G1p) fj hn; bt;m[( c[[getp(bbn; p; C)]]@µ]i hbbn; bbt; bbpi jg !
fj hn; bt;m[( c[[2]]°¾@µ°¾]i hbbn; bbt; bbp0i jg
if
8>>>><>>>>:
bbn is a ground term distinct from n
9( -ˆ G) 2 bbp : any fresh renaming G 0 of G unifles with p
-ˆ G00 is such a process -ˆ G in bbp
° is the mgu corresponding to the uniflcation of p and of some fresh
renaming of G 00
bbp0 is bbp where the process corresponding to -ˆ G00 has been removed
Pc ‘ C° [¾]
9>>>>=>>>>;
(G2p) fj hn; bt;m[( c[[getp(n; p; C)]]@µ]i jg !
fj hn; bt;m0[( c[[2]]°¾@µ°¾]i jg
if
8>>>>>>><>>>>>>>:
n is a ground term
9( -ˆ G) 2 m[( c[[getp(n; p; C)]]@µ] : any fresh renaming G 0 of G unifles with p
-ˆ G00 is such a process -ˆ G in m[( c[[getp(n; p; C)]]@µ]
° is the mgu corresponding to the uniflcation of p and of some fresh
renaming of G 00
m0 is m where the process corresponding to -ˆ G00 has been removed
this possibly yielding to the removal of the place holder of m
if G is the process under consideration in m
Pc ‘ C° [¾]
9>>>>>>>=>>>>>>>;
Figure 4. Get reductions.
respected by the \(" arrow that is that, in any rule, all the occurrences of the \("
arrow have to be replaced either by the \ˆ" arrow or by the \ -ˆ" arrow.
A word on the meaning of the above rules is in order. Rule (Ag) rephrases the usual
reduction of an atom in our framework: an atom A is reduced to the body B of a unifl-
able clause H ˆ B inside some process, this giving rise to the publication of the newly
computed bindings °. Rule (Tb) describes the creation of a blackboard with the set of
terms bbt and the foreground processes corresponding to the goals of bbg . Note that, in
view of deflnition 3.1, it is allowed to tell an existing blackboard. In that case, the told
terms and processes are simply added to those already on the considered blackboard.
Rules (Tt) and (Tp) explain the writing of terms and processes on the blackboard, re-
spectively. Rules (Gb), (Gt), (G1p), (G
2
p), (Rb), (Rt) and (Rp) describe the reading of
blackboards, terms and processes with or without consumption. Particularly notice the
renamings in the rules (Tb) to (G2p). They ensure that processes communicate only via
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writing and reading of terms on the blackboard and not implicitly by means of shared
variables. Finally, as a matter of notation, following the conventions of Section 3.1, in all
the transition rules of the form fjhn; bt; bpi hbbn; bbt; bbpijg ! CC2 CC3 the notations bbt
and bbp in the conditions of these rules refer respectively to the bt and bn components in
case bbn = n.
3.3. semantics
We are now in a position to deflne the operational semantics. In „Log, a successful
computation is one for which all the foreground processes (of all the blackboards) have
been reduced to empty goals, while some background processes are possibly still running
on some blackboards. A flrst natural property to be reported by the operational semantics
thus consists of the substitutions computed by those successful computations. However,
it is also interesting to account for failed computations, which may actually result from
three difierent reasons: inflnite computations, the absence of suitable information on a
blackboard (suspension) and the absence of suitable clauses (real failure). The proposed
operational semantics will also tackle these features. To that end, it delivers for any
initial goal not a set of substitutions but rather a set of so-called computational histories
deflned as words of substitutions, each one summing up the substitutions associated with
the processes of the blackboards at the considered moment of the execution. Termination
status marks are appended to indicate success, real failure or suspension.
Definition 3.5. A conflguration is called successfully terminated ifi all its foreground
processes are of the form ˆ 2 @ µ for some substitution µ.
Definition 3.6. The set of words formed from Ssubst and whose flnite elements are
ended by one of the termination marks –+(representing success), –s(representing sus-
pension), and –¡(representing failure) is referred to as Sohist. Its elements are called
operational histories.
Definition 3.7. Given a conflguration BB, we denote by £(BB) the union of the sub-
stitutions associated with the processes of BB. Note that because renaming is made before
each operation on any blackboard and because processes are forced to share no variables,
such a union consists of a well-deflned substitution.
Definition 3.8. Deflne the operational semantics as the following function O : Sprog !
Sigoal! P(Sohist) : for any P 2 Sprog; ig 2 Sigoal,
O(P )(ig) = f£(BB0): ¢ ¢ ¢ :£(BBm):–+ : (1; 2; 5; 6)g
[f£(BB0): ¢ ¢ ¢ :£(BBm):–¡ : (1; 3); not(5; 7)g
[f£(BB0): ¢ ¢ ¢ :£(BBm):–s : (1; 3; 7); not(5)g
[f£(BB0): ¢ ¢ ¢ :£(BBm): ¢ ¢ ¢ : (1; 4; 8)g
where BB0; : : : ; BBm; : : : 2 Sconf and (1); : : : ; (8) stand for the following conditions:
(1) BB0 = fhinit ; ;; ‡gig; (where init is the name of the initial blackboard),
(2) BB0 ! ¢ ¢ ¢ ! BBm;
(3) BB0 ! ¢ ¢ ¢ ! BBm 6!;
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(4) BB0 ! ¢ ¢ ¢ ! BBm ! ¢ ¢ ¢ ;
(5) BBm is successfully terminated,
(6) BBi is not successfully terminated for 1 • i < m,
(7) there are n0 2 Sbbname, bt0 2 M(Sterm), bg0 2 Sbg, BBm+1 2 Sconf , such that
BBm ] fhn0; bt0; bg0ig¡BBm!BBm+1 where ¡BBm! indicates a transition due to
a process of BBm,
(8) none of the BB0is is successfully terminated.
As usual, we assume that condition (6) is trivially verifled in case m = 0.
The careful reader will have noticed that suspending read and get primitives have only
been treated. However, it is easy to modify the above transition rules to account for non-
suspending but failing versions of these primitives. Indeed, it is su–cient for that purpose
to introduce an explicit fail conflguration and to make transitions to that conflguration
for non-suspending primitives due to a lack of blackboards, terms or processes.
A derivation relation corresponding to the classical success set can be deflned directly
from the transition system.
Definition 3.9. Deflne the derivation relation P ‘ ig [µ] as the following relation on
Sprog£Sigoal£Ssubst: for any P 2 Sprog, any ig 2 Sigoal, any µ 2 Ssubst, P ‘ ig [µ]
holds ifi there exist m ‚ 0, BB0; : : : ; BBm 2 Sconf , such that
(i) BB0 = fhinit ; ;; igig;
(ii) BB0 ! ¢ ¢ ¢ ! BBm;
(iii) BBm is successfully terminated,
(iv) BBi is not successfully terminated for 1 • i < m,
(v) µ = £(BBm)jig, where the subscript denotes the restriction of £(BBm) to the
variables of ig.
Note that the derivation relation can be related to the semantics O by taking the last
substitution reported by the successfully ending histories.
Proposition 3.10. For any p 2 Sprog, any ig 2 Sigoal, and any µ 2 Ssubst,
P ‘ ig [µ]
ifi there is µ0; : : : ; µm 2 Ssubst such that µ0: ¢ ¢ ¢ :µm:–+ 2 O(P )(ig) and µ = (µm)jig.
4. Declarative Semantics
4.1. auxiliary concepts
Whereas the operational semantics O and the derivation relation ‘ are concerned
with the operational derivations of initial goals, declarative semantics are concerned with
truth. A generalization of the classical declarative semantics for Horn clauses is required
in order to cope with the blackboard primitives, their side-efiects, and their local and
conditional character.
In general, the evaluation of a blackboard primitive depends upon the contents of the
blackboard under consideration, which itself may have been afiected by earlier actions.
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Table 1. Action symbols.
action term goal blackboard
tell + ^ "
get ¡ _ #
read ⁄ ƒ l
It follows that truth is now context dependent in contrast to classical logic. To cope
with this new feature, we introduce the notion of event. An event essentially consist of a
blackboard, term or goal, decorated by one of the action symbols of Table 1, representing
respectively the addition, the removal, and the checking of the presence of an object.
Formally, each event is to be viewed as a partial function manipulating blackboards as
deflned by the corresponding action. The history of blackboard actions is then modeled
by sequences of events, called blackboard traces.
Definition 4.1. The set of blackboard events Sev is deflned as
(Sterm£f+;¡; ⁄g£Sbbname)[ (Sgoal£f^;_; ƒg£Sbbname)[ (f"; l; #g£Sbbname):
Each of these events is identifled to a partial function which modifles the set of blackboards
(composed of terms and goals) in the above associated way. A blackboard trace is a
possibly empty sequence of blackboard events. The empty sequence is referred to as ⁄.
The set of blackboard traces is referred to as Str.
Not all the traces are associated with computable histories. The constraints to be
checked are formally expressed by the notion of validity.
Definition 4.2. A trace a1: ¢ ¢ ¢ :am is valid ifi it is either empty (m = 0) or the com-
position of functions am– ¢ ¢ ¢ –a1 is deflned on the initial blackboard with no terms and
goals.
Notation 4.3. Given two traces t1, t2, the concatenation of t1 and t2 is denoted by
t1 ' t2, and their merge by t1 › t2.
Our next task is to flnd an appropriate notion of interpretation. An interpretation for
„Log surely depends on the status of the blackboards. Furthermore, since background
processes are only interesting in their efiect on the blackboards, there is the need to
express non-terminated computations declaratively. As a result, an interpretation involves
a set of trace{goal{goal triplets describing the traces needed for transitions from the flrst
goal to the second goal. Moreover, the use of conditions in the blackboard primitives
make such triplets relative to the declarative meaning associated with these conditions.
It follows that an interpretation consists of a pair composed of a set of trace{goal{goal
triplets and of a subset of the Herbrand base. The set of all interpretations is called the
„base.
Definition 4.4. The „base set is deflned as the set
P(ground(Str)£ ground(Sgoal)£ ground(Sgoal))£ P(ground(Satom)):
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An interpretation is a member of „base.
The „base set can be turned into a complete lattice by ordering the interpretations
componentwise by the set inclusion.
Definition 4.5. Deflne • as the following relation on „base£ „base: for any (I1; J1),
(I2; J2) 2 „base, (I1; J1) • (I2; J2) ifi I1 µ I2 and J1 µ J2.
Proposition 4.6. The relation • is a partial order on „base. Furthermore, („base; • )
is a complete lattice.
Proof. The partial order property of • directly follows from the properties of set inclu-
sion. Moreover, for every set of interpretations S, (\(I;J)2SI;\(I;J)2SJ) and ([(I;J)2SI,
[(I;J)2SJ) deflne the greatest lower bound and least upper bound of S, respectively.
4.2. model theory
Truth needs flrst to be deflned with respect to an interpretation and a trace.
Definition 4.7. Given a trace t, an interpretation (I; J), and a formula f , the fact that
f is true with respect to t and (I; J), denoted by t j=(I;J) f , is deflned by the cases below.
Formula: t j=(I;J) f ifi t0 j=(I;J) f0, for any ground instance (t0; f0) of (t; f).
Ground goal: t j=(I;J) G ifi (t; G;2) 2 I.
Ground clause:
1. t j=(I;J) (H ˆ B) ifi t j=(I;J) H whenever t j=(I;J) B
2. t j=(I;J) (H ( A1; : : : ; Am) ifi H 2 J whenever A1; : : : ; Am 2 J .
Ground initial goal: t j=(I;J) [G1; : : : ; Gm] ifi there exist t1; : : : ; tm; u1; : : : ; un 2
ground(Str), p1; : : : ; pn; r1; : : : ; rn 2 ground(Sgoal), bbn1; : : : ; bbnn 2 Sbbname
such that
1. ti j=(I;J) Gi, i = 1; : : : ;m
2. (ui; pi; ri) 2 I, i = 1; : : : ; n
3. t 2 (t1 › ¢ ¢ ¢ › tm)› (p_(bbn1)1 :u1:r^(bbn1)1 )› ¢ ¢ ¢ › (p_(bbnn)n :un:r^(bbnn)n ).
With the help of this auxiliary truth notion, truth can now be deflned directly for an
interpretation.
Definition 4.8. Given an interpretation (I; J), and a formula f , the fact that f is true
with respect to (I; J), denoted by j=(I;J) f , is deflned by the cases below.
Set of formulae: j=(I;J) ff1; : : : ; fng ifi for any fi, j=(I;J) fi.
Clauses:
1. j=(I;J) (H ˆ B) ifi for any t 2 Str, t j=(I;J) (H ˆ B)
2. j=(I;J) (H ( B) ifi for any t 2 Str, t j=(I;J) (H ( B).
Initial goals: j=(I;J) [G1; : : : ; Gm] ifi there is a valid t 2 Str such that t j=(I;J) [G1; : : : ;
Gm].
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To be realistic, any interpretation should contain some minimal information. This is
captured by the following concept of satisflability.
Definition 4.9. Let Sg be the set of atoms and blackboard primitives occurring in the
bodies of the ground instances of the clauses of P. The interpretation (I; J) satisfles the
program P ifi the following properties hold.
Empty trace: (⁄; G;G) 2 I for any G 2 ground(Sgoal).
Transitive closure: if (t1; G1; G2) 2 I and (t2; G2; G3) 2 I, then (t1 ' t2; G1; G3) 2 I.
Ground atom: if (Aˆ B) is a ground instance of a clause of Pb such that (t; B;G) 2 I,
then (t; A;G) 2 I.
Ground tells, gets, reads: the following tuples are members of I provided the consid-
ered blackboard primitives are of Sg and C µ J :
(" (bbn):bbt+(bbn):bbg^(bbn); tellbb(bbn; bbt; bbg; C);2)
(t+(bbn); tellt(bbn; t; C);2); (p^(bbn); tellp(bbn; p; C);2);
(# (bbn); getbb(bbn; C);2); (t¡(bbn); gett(bbn; t; C);2);
(p_(bbn); getp(bbn; p; C);2); (l (bbn); readbb(bbn; C);2);
(t⁄(bbn); readt(bbn; t; C);2); (pƒ(bbn); readp(bbn; p; C);2):
Note that, for any operator z 2 f+;¡; ⁄;^;_; ƒg, and for any non-empty list, the
notation [e1; : : : ; en]z(bbn) is used above as a short-hand for e
z(bbn)
1 : ¢ ¢ ¢ :ez(bbn)n and
⁄z(bbn) is deflned as ⁄.
Ground sequential composition:
1. if (t; G1; G01) 2 I, then (t; (G1;G2); (G01;G2)) 2 I, for any G2 2 ground(Sgoal)
2. if (t1; G1;2) 2 I, and (t2; G2; G02) 2 I, then (t1 ' t2; (G1;G2); G02) 2 I.
Ground parallel composition:
1. if (t; G1; G01)2I, then (t; (G1 kG2); (G01 kG2)) 2 I, for any G2 2 ground(Sgoal)
2. if (t; G2; G02)2I, then (t; (G1 kG2); (G1 kG02)) 2 I, for any G12ground(Sgoal).
We are now in a position to deflne the notions of model and logic consequence.
Definition 4.10. A model of a set of formulae S is an interpretation (I; J) such that
j=(I;J) S.
Definition 4.11. The initial goal ig is a logical consequence of the program P ifi every
satisflable model of P is a model of ig. This is subsequently denoted by P j= ig.
The fact that („base,• ) is a complete lattice allows to state the model intersection
and minimal model properties.
Proposition 4.12. For any program P , the set
(ground(Str)£ ground(Sgoal)£ ground(Sgoal))£ ground(Satom)
is a satisflable model of P .
Proof. Simple veriflcation.
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Proposition 4.13. Given a set f(Im; Jm)gm2M of satisflable models of program P , the
intersection (
T
m2M Im;
T
m2M Jm) is a satisflable model of the program P.
Proof. Obviously, (I; J) = (
T
m2M Im;
T
m2M Jm) is an interpretation. It is also a
model of P . Indeed, on the one hand, for any ground instance (A ˆ B) of a clause of
Pb, and any trace t 2 ground(Str), one has t j=(I;J) B ifi (t; B;2) 2 I, i.e. ifi for all
m 2 M , (t; B;2) 2 Im and therefore ifi for all m 2 M , t j=(Im;Jm) B . It follows that, if
t j=(I;J) B, then for all m 2 M , t j=(Im;Jm) A, that is (t; A;2) 2 Im, and consequently
(t; A;2) 2 I. Hence, if t j=(I;J) B, then t j=(I;J) A.
On the other hand, it is quite straightforward to prove that, for any ground clause
H ( A1; : : : ; An 2 Pc, H 2 J whenever A1; : : : ; An 2 Jm.
Finally, using a similar reasoning, (I; J) can also be proved to satisfy P .
Definition 4.14. Given a program P, the minimal model is deflned as the intersec-
tion of all the satisflable models of P . This model is denoted as MP with components
superscripted b and c, respectively, thus leading to Mp = (M bp ;M
c
p).
Proposition 4.15. For any P 2 Sprog, any ig 2 Sgoal, one has P j= ig ifi j=MP ig:
Proof. Obviously, if P j= ig then j=MP ig. Conversely, if ig is denoted by [G1; : : : ; Gm],
and if j=MP ig, then there is a valid trace t in Str such that t0 j=MP [G01; : : : ; G0m],
for any ground instance (t0; [G01; : : : ; G
0
m]) of (t; ig). Therefore, by Deflnition 4.7, for
any such instance, there are t1; : : : ; tm; u1; : : : ; un 2 ground(Str), p1; : : : ; pn; r1; : : : ; rn 2
ground(Sgoal), bbn1; : : : ; bbnn 2 Sbbname such that
1. ti j=MP G0i , i = 1; : : : ;m
2. (ui; pi; ri) 2M bP , i = 1; : : : ; n
3. t0 2 (t1 › ¢ ¢ ¢ › tm)› (p_(bbn1)1 ¢ u1 ¢ r^(bbn1)1 )› ¢ ¢ ¢ › (p_(bbnn)n ¢ un ¢ r^(bbnn)n ).
Now, for any satisflable model (I; J) of P , since MP µ I, it follows from (ui; pi; ri) 2M bP
that (ui; pi; ri) 2 I, and from ti j=MP G0i that (ti; G0i ;2) 2 M bP µ I and consequently
that ti j=I G0i . Hence, using the above notations, t0 j=(I;J) [G01; : : : ; G0m] holds and
consequently, j=I ig holds as well. The thesis then follows from Deflnition 4.11.
The declarative semantics based on model theory are deflned as follows.
Definition 4.16. Deflne the declarative model semantics Dm : Sprog ! Sigoal !
P(Ssubst) as the following function: for any P 2 Sprog, ig 2 Sigoal, Dm(P )(ig) =
fµjig : P j= igµg.
4.3. fixed-point theory
The models of a program P can be characterized as the preflxed points of a continuous
operator TP : „base ! „base. It is called the immediate consequence operator and is
deflned as follows.
Definition 4.17. Let P be a program. Deflne the immediate consequence operator as
the following function TP : „base ! „base: for any (I; J) 2 „base, TP (I; J) = (I 0; J 0)
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with
I 0 = f(⁄; G;G) : G 2 ground(Sgoal)g
[f(" (bbn):bbt+(bbn):bbg^(bbn); tellbb(bbn; bbt; bbg; C); 2) :
tellbb(bbn; bbt; bbg; C) 2 Sg; C ‰ Jg
[ f(# (bbn); getbb(bbn; C);2) : getbb(bbn; C) 2 Sg; C ‰ Jg
[ f(l (bbn); readbb(bbn; C);2) : readbb(bbn; C) 2 Sg; C ‰ Jg
[ f(t+(bbn); tellt(bbn; t; C);2) : tellt(bbn; t; C) 2 Sg; C ‰ Jg
[ f(p^(bbn); tellp(bbn; p; C);2) : tellp(bbn; p; C) 2 Sg; C ‰ Jg
[ f(t⁄(bbn); readt(bbn; t; C);2) : readt(bbn; t; C) 2 Sg; C ‰ Jg
[ f(pƒ(bbn); readp(bbn; p; C);2) : readp(bbn; p; C) 2 Sg; C ‰ Jg
[ f(t¡(bbn); gett(bbn; t; C);2) : gett(bbn; t; C) 2 Sg; C ‰ Jg
[ f(p_(bbn); getp(bbn; p; C);2) : getp(bbn; p; C) 2 Sg; C ‰ Jg
[ f(t; A;G) : (Aˆ B) is a ground instance of a clause in Pb; (t; B;G) 2 Ig
[ f(t; (G1;G2); (G01;G2)) : (t; G1; G01) 2 I; G2 2 ground(Sgoal)g
[ f(t1 ' t2; (G1;G2); G02) : (t1; G1;2) 2 I; (t2; G2; G02) 2 Ig
[ f(t; (G1 k G2); (G01 k G2)) : (t; G1; G01) 2 I; G2 2 ground(Sgoal)g
[ f(t; (G1 k G2); (G1 k G02)) : (t; G2; G02) 2 I; G1 2 ground(Sgoal)g
[ f(t1 ' t2; G1; G3) : (t1; G1; G2) 2 I; (t2; G2; G3) 2 Ig
J 0 = fH : H ( B is ground instance of a clause of Pc; B µ Jg:
The following propositions state the classical properties of the TP operator.
Proposition 4.18. The operator TP is continuous.
Proof. The proof directly follows from the property that, for any sets A and B , any
operator T : P(A)! P(B) is continuous ifi it is monotonic and flnitary.
Proposition 4.19. Let (I; J) be an interpretation of the program P. Then (I; J) is a
satisflable model of P ifi TP (I; J) µ (I; J).
Proof. Indeed (I ,J ) is a satisflable model of P ifi (I; J) is a satisflable interpretation
and j=(I;J) P , i.e. ifi (I ,J ) verifles the properties of Deflnition 4.9, for any clause (H ˆ
B) 2 Pb, j=(I;J) (H ˆ B), and for any clause (H ( B) 2 Pc, j=(I;J) (H ( B). It follows
that (I ,J ) is a satisflable model of P ifi (i) (I; J) verifles the properties of Deflnition 4.9,
(ii) for any trace t, any clause (H ˆ B) 2 Pb, any ground instance (t0; H0 ˆ B0) of
(t;H ˆ B), (t0; H0;2) 2 I whenever (t0; B0;2) 2 I, and (iii) for any ground instance
(H0 ( B0) of a clause (H ( B) 2 Pc, H0 2 J whenever B0 µ J . The proposition then
results from the fact that these three properties hold ifi TP (I; J) µ (I; J).
Proposition 4.20. For any program P, MP = lfp(TP ) = TP " !.
Proof. The equality lfp(TP ) = TP " ! results from the continuity of TP (see Proposi-
tion 4.18) and Tarski’s lemma. The equality MP = lfp(TP ) is established by the follow-
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ing equalities resulting successively from Deflnition 4.14, Proposition 4.19, and Tarski’s
lemma: MP =
TfI : I is a satisflable model of Pg = TfI : TP (I) µ Ig = lfp(TP ):
The declarative semantics based on the flxed point theory are deflned as follows. They
can be proved to be identical to the declarative semantics deflned by the model theory.
Definition 4.21. Deflne the declarative flxed point semantics Df : Sprog ! Sigoal !
P(Ssubst) as the following function: for any P 2 Sprog, ig 2 Sigoal, Df (P )(ig) =
fµjig :j=lfp(TP ) igµg.
Proposition 4.22. For any P 2 Sprog, any ig 2 Sigoal, any µ 2 Ssubst, P j= igµ ifi
j=lfp(TP ) igµ. In particular, Dm = Df .
Proof. The proposition directly follows from Propositions 4.15 and 4.20.
4.4. relating the operational and declarative semantics
Let us now relate the operational semantics with the declarative semantics.
4.4.1. soundness
Soundness flrst establishes that any successful operational reduction induces logical
consequences.
Proposition 4.23. (Soundness) For any P 2 Sprog, any ig 2 Sgoal, any µ 2 Ssubst,
if P ‘ ig [µ] then, for any ° 2 Ssubst, P j= igµ°.
Proof. The proof amounts to establishing that, under the condition of the proposition,
P j= igµ. This is done by induction on the length of the derivation. Actually, since after
one step, a term or a process can be put on a blackboard or even a blackboard can be
created, a slightly more general result needs to be proved.
Given blackboard names nn0; : : : ; nnb with nn0 = init, terms on them tt0; : : : ; ttb 2
M(Sterm), foreground processes on them fpp0; : : : ; fppb 2M(Sproc), background pro-
cesses on them bpp0; : : : ; bppb 2M(Sproc), and BB0; : : : ; BBp 2 Sconf such that
1. the elements of tt0; : : : ; ttb; fpp0; : : : ; fppb; bpp0; : : : ; bppb have no variable in com-
mon
2. BB0 ! ¢ ¢ ¢ ! BBp
3. BBp is successfully terminated
4. BB1; : : : ; BBp¡1 are not successfully terminated
5. µ = £(BBp)
we shall demonstrate, by induction on the length of the derivation p, that for any satisfl-
able model (I; J) of P , there is a valid trace t 2 Str with no variable in common with the
tti’s, fppi’s, bppi’s and such that, for any ground instance (t0; tt00; : : : ; tt
0
b ; fpp
0
0; : : : ; fpp
0
b ;
bpp00; : : : ; bpp
0
b) of (t; tt0; : : : ; ttb; fpp0; : : : ; fppb; bpp0; : : : ; bppb); there are t1; : : : ; tq; u1;
: : : ; us 2 ground(Str), n1; : : : ; ns 2 Sbbname, p1; : : : ; ps; r1; : : : ; rs 2 ground(Sgoal)
such that, if G1; : : : ; Gq are the goals corresponding to the foreground processes of
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fpp0; : : : ; fppb, and the G01; : : : ; G
0
q their corresponding ground instance under consid-
eration in the fppi’s.
1. tk j=(I;J) G0k, k = 1; : : : ; q
2. (uk; pk; rk) 2 I, k = 1; : : : ; s
3. t0 2" (nn1) › ¢ ¢ ¢› " (nnb) › (tt00)+(nn0) › ¢ ¢ ¢ › (tt0b)+(nnb) › (bpp00)^(nn0) › ¢ ¢ ¢ ›
(bpp0b)
^(nnb) › t1 › ¢ ¢ ¢ › tq › [(p_(n1)1 :u1:r^(n1)1 )› ¢ ¢ ¢ › (p_(ns)s :us:r^(ns)s )].
where by abuse of language, for any i 2 f1; : : : ; bg, (bpp0i )^(nni) stands for [G01; : : : ;
G0u]
^(nni) where G01; : : : ; G
0
u denotes the goals associated with the processes of bbp
0
i .
Proof. [Base case: p = 0] If p = 0, then fpp1; : : : ; fppb are composed only of empty
goals. Since (⁄;2;2) is a member of any satisflable model,
t0 2" (nn1)›¢ ¢ ¢ › " (nnb)›(tt00)+(nn0)›¢ ¢ ¢›(tt0b)+(nnb)›(bpp00)^(nn0)›¢ ¢ ¢›(bpp0b)^(nnb)
is a valid trace satisfying the thesis, with s = 0 and tk = ‚, for k = 1; : : : ; q.
Proof. [Induction Case: p > 0] If p > 0, one of the rules (Ag) to (G2p) has been applied
flrst. The proof then proceeds by case analysis on the rules. As all the rules are handled
in a similar way, we shall only detail the proofs corresponding to rules (Ag) and (Tb).
They illustrate the modiflcation of the substitutions, terms, processes, and blackboards
in the conflgurations.
Proof. [Rule (Ag)] Assume flrst that rule (Ag) has been applied on a foreground pro-
cess, say the one corresponding to Ga. Hence, BB0 = fjhn; bt;m[ˆ c[[A]]@µ]ijg for some
blackboard name n, multiset of terms bt , context c, atom A, and substitution µ, such
that Ga = c[[A]]. Moreover, there is a clause H ˆ B whose head unifles with A, say with
mgu °. It follows that BB1 = fjhn; bt;m[ˆ c[[B]]°@µ°]ijg.
Applying the induction hypothesis on it, for any satisflable model (I; J) of P , there
is a valid trace t such that for any ground instance (t0; tt00; : : : ; tt
0
b ; G
0
1; : : : ; G
0
a¡1; c[[B]]
0;
G0a+1; : : : ; G
0
q; bpp
0
0; : : : ; bpp
0
b) of (t; tt0; : : : ; ttb; G1; : : : ; Ga¡1; c[[B]]°;Ga+1; : : : ; Gq; bpp0;
: : : ; bppb) there are t1; : : : ; tq; u1; : : : ; us 2 ground(Str); n1; : : : ; ns 2 Sbbname, p1; : : : ; ps,
r1; : : : ; rs 2 ground(Sgoal) such that
1. tk j=(I;J) G0k, k = 1; : : : ; q and k 6= a
2. ta j=(I;J) c[[B]]0
3. (uk; pk; rk) 2 I, k = 1; : : : ; s
4. t0 2" (nn1) › ¢ ¢ ¢› " (nnb) › (tt00)+(nn0) › ¢ ¢ ¢ › (tt0b)+(nnb) › (bpp00)^(nn0) › ¢ ¢ ¢ ›
(bpp0b)
^(nnb)› t1› ¢ ¢ ¢ › ta› ¢ ¢ ¢ › tq › [(p_(n1)1 :u1:r^(n1)1 )› ¢ ¢ ¢ › (p_(ns)s :us:r^(ns)s )].
Now note that, since all the elements of the tuples do not share variables, any ground in-
stance (t0; tt00; : : : ; tt
0
b ; G
0
1; : : : ; G
0
a¡1; c[[A]]
0; G0a+1; : : : ; G
0
q; bpp
0
0; : : : ; bpp
0
b) of (t; tt0; : : : ; ttb;
G1; : : : ; Ga¡1; c[[A]]; Ga+1; : : : ; Gq; bpp0; : : : ; bppb) corresponds to a ground instance (t0;
tt00; : : : ; tt
0
b ; G
0
1; : : : ; G
0
a¡1; c[[A]]
0; c[[B]]0; G0a+1; : : : ; G
0
q; bpp
0
0; : : : ; bpp
0
b) of (t; tt0; : : : ; ttb;
G1; : : : ; Ga¡1; c[[A]]; c[[B]]°;Ga+1; : : : ; Gq; bpp0; : : : ; bppb). The thesis then results from the
fact that, (I; J) being a model of P , ta j=(I;J) (c[[B]])0 and A0 ˆ B0 a ground instance
of a clause of P imply ta j=(I;J) c[[A]]0.
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If (Ag) has been applied for a background process, then the proof is similar but is
concluded by invoking the satisflability of (I; J), according to which (t; c[[A]]0; G) follows
from (t; c[[B]]0; G) for any ground instance A0 ˆ B0 of a clause of Pb.
Proof. [Rule (Tb)] If rule (Tb) has been applied for a foreground process, say the one
corresponding to Ga, then BB0 = fjhn; bt;m[ˆ c[[tellbb(bbn; bbt; bbg; C)]] @ µ]ijg, for some
blackboard names n, bbn, multisets of terms bt , list of terms bbt , list of goals bbg , a
condition C , and substitution µ, such that Pc ‘ C¾. In that case, BB1 = fjhn; bt;m[ˆ
c[[2]]¾@ µ¾]ijg]fhbbn; bbt0; bbg0ig where bbt0 and bbg0 are fresh renamings of bbt¾ and bbg¾,
respectively. Let Gq+1; : : : ; Gw be the goals of bbg0. Applying the induction hypothesis to
BB1, for any satisflable model (I; J) of P , there is a valid t in Str such that for any ground
instance (t0; tt00; : : : ; tt
0
b ; bbt
00; G01; : : : ; G
0
a¡1; c[[2]]
0; G0a+1; : : : ; G
0
q; G
0
q+1; : : : ; G
0
w; bpp
0
0; : : : ;
bpp0b) of (t; tt0; : : : ; ttb; bbt
0; G1; : : : ; Ga¡1; c[[2]]¾;Ga+1; : : : ; Gq; Gq+1; : : : ; Gw; bpp0; : : : ;
bppb) there are t1; : : : ; tq; tq+1; : : : ; tw 2 ground(Str), u1; : : : ; us 2 ground(Str), p1; : : : ;
ps; r1; : : : ; rs 2 ground(Sgoal) such that
1. tk j=(I;J) G0k, k = 1; : : : ; q; q + 1; : : : ; w and k 6= a
2. ta j=(I;J) c[[2]]0
3. (uk; pk; rk) 2 I, k = 1; : : : ; s
4. t0 2" (nn1)›¢ ¢ ¢› " (nnb)› " (bbn)› (tt00)+(nn0)›¢ ¢ ¢› (tt0b)+(nnb)› (bbt0)+(bbn)›
(bpp00)
^(nn0) › ¢ ¢ ¢ › (bpp0b)^(nnb) › (bbg00)^(bbn) › t1 › ¢ ¢ ¢ › ta › ¢ ¢ ¢ › tw ›
[(p_(n1)1 :u1:r
^(n1)
1 )› ¢ ¢ ¢ › (p_(ns)s :us:r^(ns)s )].
Since variables are not shared by the members of the tuples, any ground instance (t0; tt00;
: : : ; tt0b ; btt
00; G01; : : : ; G
0
a¡1; c[[tellbb(bbn; bbt; bbg; C)]]
0; G0a+1; : : : ; G
0
q; G
0
q+1; : : : ; G
0
w; bpp
0
0;
: : : ; bpp0b) of (t; tt0; : : : ; ttb; bbt
0; G1; : : : ; Ga¡1; c[[tellbb(bbn; bbt; bbg; C)]]; Ga+1; : : : ; Gq;
Gq+1; : : : ; Gw; bpp0; : : : ; bppb) corresponds to a ground instance (t0; tt00; : : : ; tt
0
b ; bbt
00; G01;
: : : ; G0a¡1; c[[2]]
0; G0a+1; : : : ; G
0
q; G
0
q+1; : : : ; G
0
w; bpp
0
0; : : : ; bpp
0
b) of (t; tt0; : : : ; ttb; bbt
0; G1;
: : : ; Ga¡1; c[[2]]; Ga+1; : : : ; Gq; Gq+1; : : : ; Gw; bpp0; : : : ; bppb): The thesis then results from
the fact that, (I; J) being a model of P , one has
" (bbn):(bbt0)+(bbn):(bbg0)^(bbn):ta j=(I;J) c[[tellbb(bbn; bbt; bbg; C)]]0:
The thesis is conducted in the same way when (Tb) has been applied to a background
process.
4.4.2. completeness
The proof of completeness gets simplifled by using an auxiliary derivation relation,
which essentially rephrases the derivation relation ‘ but for ground goals. It is denoted
as P j»J [G] [G0] [u] and takes the meaning that, given the program P and taking the
truth of conditions with respect to J , the goal G can be reduced to the goal G 0 by
producing the events occurring in the trace u.
Definition 4.24. Deflne the derivation relation j» as the smallest relation of
ground(Sprog)£ P(ground(Satom))£ ground(Sgoal)£ ground(Sgoal)£ ground(Str)
verifying the following rules: for any program P , subset J µ ground(Satom), ground
context c, ground goals G and p, ground trace u, ground term t, ground condition C,
and ground blackboard name n,
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P j»J [c[[B]]] [G] [u]
P j»J [c[[A]]] [G] [u]
if Aˆ B is a ground instance of a clause of Pb
P j»J [G] [G] [⁄]
P j»J [c[[2]]] [G] [u] C µ J
P j»J [c[[tellbb(n; t; p; C)]]] [G] [" (n):t+(n):p^(n):u]
P j»J [c[[2]]] [G] [u] C µ J
P j»J [c[[tellt(n; t; C)]]] [G] [t+(n):u]
P j»J [c[[2]]] [G] [u] C µ J
P j»J [c[[tellp(n; p; C)]]] [G] [p^(n):u]
P j»J [c[[2]]] [G] [u] C µ J
P j»J [c[[readt(n; t; C)]]] [G] [t⁄(n):u]
P j»J [c[[2]]] [G] [u] C µ J
P j»J [c[[readp(n; p; C)]]] [G] [pƒ(n):u]
P j»J [c[[2]]] [G] [u] C µ J
P j»J [c[[gett(n; t; C)]]] [G] [t¡(n):u]
P j»J [c[[2]]] [G] [u] C µ J
P j»J [c[[getp(n; p; C)]]] [G] [p_(n):u]
P j»J [c[[2]]] [G] [u] C µ J
P j»J [c[[getbb(n;C)]]] [G] [# (n):u]
P j»J [c[[2]]] [G] [u] C µ J
P j»J [c[[readbb(n;C)]]] [G] [l (n):u]
:
The two following propositions link the declarative semantics and the operational se-
mantics, flrst for goals and then for initial goals.
Proposition 4.25. For any t 2 ground(Str), G;G0 2 ground(Sgoal), if (t; G;G0) 2
M bP then P j»Mcp [G] [G0] [t].
Proof. By Proposition 4.20, MP = TP " !. Therefore, if (t; G;G0) 2 M bP , then there
is an n such that (t; G;G0) 2 TP " m, for m ‚ n. The proposition then follows directly
from an inductive reasoning on n.
Proposition 4.26. For any t1; : : : ; tm; u1; : : : ; un 2 ground(Str), and any G1; : : : ; Gm;
p1; : : : ; pn; r1; : : : ; rn 2 ground(Sgoal), bbn1; : : : ; bbnn 2 Sbbname, if the following con-
ditions hold:
1. (ti; Gi;2) 2M bP , i = 1; : : : ;m
2. (uj ; pj ; rj) 2M bP , j = 1; : : : ; n
3. there is a valid trace in (t1 › ¢ ¢ ¢ › tm)› (p_(bbn1)1 ¢ u1 ¢ r^(bbn1)1 )› ¢ ¢ ¢ › (p_(bbnn)n ¢
un ¢ r^(bbnn)n ).
then P ‘ [G1; : : : ; Gm] [†] holds as well.
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Proof. Indeed, Proposition 4.25 applied on (ti; Gi;2) can be rephrased as asserting the
existence of a ground derivation for each Gi, considered in isolation, provided the events
of trace ti can be performed. Similarly, any goal pj can be reduced to rj , provided that
the events of uj can occur. Now, since all processes of a conflguration do not share any
variables, the parallel execution of the Gi’s and the pi’s can be regarded as the merge
of their executions considered in isolation, but constrained by the availability of data
required by the reads and gets. As, this is ensured by the existence of a valid trace in
(t1 › ¢ ¢ ¢ › tm)› (p_(bbn1)1 ¢ u1 ¢ r^(bbn1)1 )› ¢ ¢ ¢ › (p_(bbnn)n ¢ un ¢ r^(bbnn)n ); the thesis then
results from the fact that the Gi’s being ground, the restriction of any substitution to
their set of variables is the identity substitution †.
As the last step towards completeness, we now prove the lifting lemma rephrased in our
setting. Essentially, it establishes that the existence of a derivation for an instance ig¾
of the igoal ig that makes no bindings for the variables of ig implies the existence of a
derivation for ig yielding a computed answer substitution more general than ¾.
Proposition 4.27. (Lifting Lemma) For any P 2 Sprog, any ig 2 Sigoal, any ¾ 2
Ssubst, if P ‘ ig¾ [†] then there is µ 2 Ssubst, such that P ‘ ig [µ] and igµ • ig¾.
Proof. The proposition is established by proving a slightly more general result. In the
conditions of the proposition and for any flnite set of variables V containing the variables
of ¾ and the variables of ig , there are two substitutions µ and ‰ such that P ‘ ig [µ],
and X¾ = Xµ‰, for any variable X 2 V .
By deflnition, P ‘ ig¾ [†] is associated with a derivation BB0 ! ¢ ¢ ¢ ! BBm with
1. BB0 = hinit; [ ]; ‡g¾i
2. BBm successfully terminated
3. BB1; : : : ; BBm¡1 not successfully terminated
4. £(BBm)jig¾ = †.
The proof consists of proving the existence of a similar derivation for hinit; [ ]; igi ending
with a suitable substitution £(BBm). This is achieved by induction on the length m
of the derivation. However, after one step, the conflguration is generalized to a possibly
non-singleton list of blackboards possibly involving terms and processes. Hence, we shall
actually prove that, for any blackboard names nn0; : : : ; nnb 2 Sbbname, terms on them
tt0; : : : ; ttb 2 M(Sterm), foreground processes on them fpp0; : : : ; fppb 2 M(Sproc),
background processes on them bpp0; : : : ; bppb 2 M(Sproc), for any substitution ¾ 2
Ssubst, and any set of variables V , such that
1. the elements of tt0; : : : ; ttb; fpp0; : : : ; fppb; bpp0; : : : ; bppb do not share variables,
2. the elements of tt0; : : : ; ttb; fpp0¾; : : : ; fppb¾; bpp0¾; : : : ; bppb¾ do not share vari-
ables,
3. vars(tt0; : : : ; ttb) \ vars(¾) = ;
4. V ¶ vars(¾) [ vars(tt0; : : : ; ttb; fpp0; : : : ; fppb; bpp0; : : : ; bppb)
if there is a derivation BB0 ! ¢ ¢ ¢ ! BBm with
1. BB0 = fhnn0; tt0; fpp0¾ + bpp0¾i; : : : ; hnnb; ttb; fppb¾ + bppb¾ig
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2. BBm successfully terminated
3. BB1; : : : ; BBm¡1 not successfully terminated
4. £(BBm)jvars(fpp0;:::;fppb;bpp0;:::;bppb;¾) = †
then there is a derivation BB00 ! ¢ ¢ ¢ ! BB0m with
1. BB00 = fhnn0; tt0; fpp0¾ + bpp0¾i; : : : ; hnnb; ttb; fppb¾ + bppb¾ig
2. BB0m successfully terminated
3. BB01; : : : ; BB
0
m¡1 not successfully terminated
4. there exists a substitution – such that, for any variable X 2 V , X£(BBm)– = X¾.
Proof. [Base case: m = 0] If m = 0, then all the foreground processes are associated
with 2’s and the thesis is obviously verifled.
Proof. [Induction case: m > 0] If m > 0, then one of the rules (Ag) to (G2p) has been
applied flrst. For each of them, the proof is conducted similarly. We shall give the details
for one only, say for rule (Tb).
If rule (Tb) has been applied flrst then, BB0 = fjhnni; tti;m[( c[[tellbb(bbn; bbt;
bbg; C)]] @ µ]i¾jg with i 2 f1; : : : ; bg, bbn a ground term and Pc ‘ C¾ [„]. Moreover, given
bbt0 and bbg0, fresh renamings of (bbt)¾„ and (bbg)¾„, BB1 = fjhnni; tti;m[( c[[2]]¾„
@ µ¾„]]ijg ] fhbbn; bbt0; bbg0ig: In view of the non-sharing properties, BB1 rewrites as
BB1 = BB01¾„ where
BB01 = fhnn0; tt0; fpp0 + bpp0i; : : : ; hnni¡1; tti¡1; fppi¡1 + bppi¡1i;
hnni+1; tti+1; fppi+1 + bppi+1i; : : : ; hnnb; ttb; fppb + bppbig
]fhnni; tti;m[( c[[2]]@µ]ig
]fhbbn; bbt0; bbg0ig:
A well-known result of logic programming (easily proved by induction on the derivation
length) is that to P ‘ C¾ [„] corresponds a derivation P ‘ C [#] for some substitutions #
and ˆ such that X¾„ = X#ˆ for any X of an arbitrarily large but flnite set chosen here
to include V [ vars(bbt0; bbg0). Hence BB1 rewrites as BB1 = (BB01#)ˆ. Applying the
induction hypothesis to it and with respect to the set W = vars(bbt0; bbg0)[ vars(#)[V
then leads to the existence of a derivation BB1#! BB002 ! ¢ ¢ ¢ ! BB00m, for BB1# such
that
1. BB00m is successfully terminated
2. BB002 ; : : : ; BB
00
m¡1 are not successfully terminated
3. there exists a substitution ” such that for any variable X 2W , X£(BB00m)” = Xˆ.
The proof is then concluded by observing the following two facts. On the one hand, rule
(Tb) can be applied to BB00 = fjhnni; tti;m[( c[[tellbb(bbn; bbt; bbg; C)]] @ µ]ijg yielding
BB1#. On the other hand, it is possible to establish that for any variable X 2 V , X¾ =
X#–, for some substitution –. Indeed, since £(BBm)jvars(fpp0;:::;fppb;bpp0;:::;bppb;¾) = †;
one may assume that, for any such X, X¾ = X¾„. It then follows, in view of the
previous equalities, that X¾ = X¾„ = X#ˆ = (X#)(£(BB00m)”).
We are now in a position to prove the completeness result, Essentially it asserts the
property that any substitution that instantiates an initial goal to a logical consequence
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of a program is less general than a computed answer substitution for the initial goal and
the program.
Proposition 4.28. (Completeness) For any P 2 Sprog, any ig 2 Sgoal, any µ 2
Ssubst, if P j= igµ then there exists ° 2 Ssubst such that ig° ‚ igµ and P ‘ ig [°].
Proof. If P j= igµ, then, by Proposition 4.15, j=MP igµ and consequently, there is a
valid trace t such that t j=MP igµ. Therefore if ig = [G1; : : : ; Gm] and if (t0; G01; : : : ; G0m)
is a ground instance of (t; G1; : : : ; Gm)µ obtained by replacing all the variables of t and
ig , say X1; : : : ; Xs by distinct constants, say a1; : : : ; as, there are t1; : : : ; tm; u1; : : : ; un 2
ground(Str), p1; : : : ; pn; r1; : : : ; rn 2 ground(Sgoal), bbn1; : : : ; bbnn 2 Sbbname, such
that
1. (ti; G0i ;2) 2M bP , i = 1; : : : ;m
2. (ui; pi; ri) 2M bP , i = 1; : : : ; n
3. t0 2 (t1 › ¢ ¢ ¢ › tm)› (p_(bbn1)1 ¢ u1 ¢ r^(bbn1)1 )› ¢ ¢ ¢ › (p_(bbnn)n ¢ un ¢ r^(bbnn)n ).
It follows from Proposition 4.26 that P ‘ [G01; : : : ; G0m] [†]. Hence, by textually replacing
the constants a1; : : : ; as by the corresponding variables X1; : : : ; Xs, in the derivation
associated with P ‘ [G01; : : : ; G0m] [†], a derivation is pointed out that proves P ‘
igµ [†]. The thesis then results from Proposition 4.27.
5. A „Log Language
As stated previously, the „Log paradigm is °exible enough to allow processes to be
of very difierent natures, possibly embodying difierent programming styles such as logic
programming, functional programming and object-oriented programming. To support
our ideas and test them on practical examples, we have chosen to give to our processes a
Prolog-like behavior. Moreover, since the communication primitives are quite orthogonal
to the reduction strategies of the processes, the key point of our work is not to design new
Prolog-like machines but rather to implement the blackboards e–ciently. We have thus
chosen an existing implementation of Prolog, BinProlog (Tarau, 1992). The resulting
language has then been called Multi-BinProlog.
The Multi-BinProlog language embodies most of the features of the „Log framework.
However some slight modiflcations have been performed in order to ease the implementa-
tion. The main di–culty comes from the getp predicate. Recall that this predicate is used
to kill a background process when it reaches a given goal. Since background processes do
not have process identiflers, implementing it would require that every resolution step is
matched against the list of suspended getp predicates. Such an extra overhead cannot be
afiorded! Our solution is to modify the tellp primitive by associating a process identi-
fler to each created process. The getp action is then achieved by specifying the identifler
rather than the goals.
On the way, difierent versions of the blackboard primitives are introduced. The op-
erational semantics presented in Section 3 have basically specifled the successful reduc-
tions. However, for the operations on blackboard terms, difierent behaviors can appear
on failure: real failure may be reported as well suspension can be requested. Moreover,
two attitudes are possible when (the Prolog) backtracking enters the picture: the black-
board primitives can backtrack or not. Combining all these possibilities leads to four
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Figure 5. Performance of the conditional read operation.
variants of the primitives. They are denoted by implicitly assuming a backtrackable and
suspending behavior and by using the su–x nb for non-blocking (non-suspending). Non-
backtrackable primitives are obtained from the backtrackable ones by using cuts.
The implementation has been made with Solaris 2.4 threads running the fully reen-
trant BinProlog emulator, and executing a goal. The creation of an additional thread is
relatively cheap (no duplication of code or of global data structures, no reprogramming of
the memory management), and the thread-level synchronization primitives (semaphore,
mutex, etc.) are e–cient.
The blackboards are implemented as shared data structures, properly synchronized,
and directly accessible by the blackboard communication routines. Since the threads run
in a global address space, the blackboard data structure is globally accessible by all the
processes in one application.
The blackboard data structure consists basically of two lists: a list of stored terms,
and a list of suspended processes. All list elements are characterized by a Prolog term
(the stored term, or the term waiting for), and an associated condition for the suspended
processes.
The processes accessing the blackboard are responsible for updating it. So, a gett
operation must remove the term it consumes, and a tellt operation must resume the
process that might be ready to consume its term. As Multi-BinProlog guarantees chrono-
logical processing of the blackboard, the blackboard lists are scanned, starting with the
oldest list element. In order to keep track of list positions, all blackboard nodes are time
stamped.
A gett operation is essentially executed as follows. It starts scanning the list of stored
terms with the oldest term. Each stored term is unifled with the argument of the gett
operation and if uniflcation succeeds, the condition associated with the gett operation
is verifled. If this condition evaluates to true, the term is removed from the list of stored
terms, and gett terminates successfully. The timestamp of the term read is stored in the
choicepoint of the gett operation. If no suitable term can be found, the non-blocking
gett operation will fail, and the blocking gett operation will suspend. It might later be
resumed by a tellt operation that unifles with the gett operation and for which the
condition is fulfllled.
A readt operation does basically the same as the gett operation, but it does not
remove the term from the blackboard.
Backtracking is easy to implement in this framework by adding the precondition that a
term must not be older than the timestamp of the last term read in order to be considered.
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A tellt operation is responsible for checking whether there are suspended processes
waiting for its argument. It therefore checks the arguments of the suspended gett and
readt operations in chronological order and resumes the oldest process it can unify with
and for which the condition is true. If the resumed process was suspended on a readt
operation, the search goes on until a gett operation is found. If no gett operation is
found, the argument of the tellt operation is stored in the term list.
This implementation guarantees that timing variations in the execution of the Multi-
BinProlog program will not alter the result of the computation. Furthermore, the unifl-
cation between terms of tellt and gett/readt operations will never be repeated. This is
important for the performance of the blackboard, especially for large blackboards.
This implementation also shows why side-efiects cannot be allowed in the conditions.
First of all, the conditions can be executed several times (once for each stored term
that unifles) during the execution of a gett or readt operation. Even a failing condition
might produce side-efiects. Furthermore, the condition associated with a suspended gett
or readt operation will be evaluated by the tellt operations. This will result in the side-
efiect of a gett or readt operation to happen when a term is told. This last efiect is
even more important in a distributed environment where side-efiects can be bound to
particular machines, and cannot be executed on another machine.
The most distinguishing characteristic of this implementation is that the blackboard is
completely passive, i.e., it is just a data structure. In other blackboard implementations,
the blackboard is often implemented by means of a blackboard process that manages the
blackboard data. We believe that a passive approach ofiers considerable advantages over
a process-based approach.
1. It is more robust. Even after a crash of a process, one can inspect the contents
of the blackboard. This is more di–cult if the blackboard contents are stored in a
data structure that is passed around all the time.
2. Communication with the blackboard does not need an intervention of a scheduler.
Getting a term from the blackboard is nothing more than changing a number of
flelds of the blackboard data structure. In the process-based approach, the black-
board process must be activated before the communication can take place.
3. In theory, a blackboard data structure allows simultaneous updates of difierent
substructures of it. A blackboard process can only handle one request at a time.
Finally, in order to get an idea of the performance of the implementation, Figure 5
compares three ways to read a particular symbol from the blackboard. A blackboard is
created, containing ten symbols (a, . . . , j). Figure 5 contains the time needed to execute
readt(bb,S,true) (selection of a term based on uniflcation), readt(bb,X,X=S) (selection
of a term based on the use of a condition), and readt(bb,X,true), X=S (selection of a
term based on backtracking) for S varying from a to j. It follows that the uniflcation
approach outperforms all the other approaches, and that it does not depend heavily on
the size of the blackboard. As soon as a condition is involved, the e–ciency rapidly drops
with the size of the blackboard. And flnally, specifying a condition in the communication
primitive is a better solution than using explicit backtracking to flnd a particular term.
Figure 5 also shows that creating local blackboards is worth doing, not only for func-
tional reasons, but also for performance reasons. The execution time of a blackboard
operation depends on the average length of the blackboard lists, on the complexity of
the blackboard terms, and on the kind of blackboard manipulation routines. E.g., in the
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example of Figure 5, for a terms list of ten atoms, there can be one conditional read
operation every 50 to 100 „s. By allocating the data to two blackboards evenly, we can
guarantee that the conditional read operations will take less than 50 „s, meaning that
at least 20000 conditional reads can be executed per second.
6. An Example
We now illustrate the expressiveness of our mechanisms by simulating an elevator
system in Multi-BinProlog. The code is given below. It is quite self-explanatory, the
main idea being that the elevator lets somebody in, moves to the destination °oor, and
on its way picks up everybody who wants to move in the same direction. It is created
from a recursive predicate that keeps a global state composed of the current state (move,
idle, stop, test), the current °oor and the current direction for the elevator processes.
On the point of syntax, note that conditions that are just true have been omitted
systematically from the blackboard primitives.
person(ThisFloor) :-
select_direction(ThisFloor, UpDown), wait_open_door(Elevator,ThisFloor),
enter(ThisFloor,Elevator,UpDown),
select_destination(Elevator,ThisFloor,UpDown,Floor2),
exit(Elevator, Floor2), person(Floor2).
select_direction(ThisFloor, UpDown) :- generate_up_or_down(ThisFloor,UpDown),
tellt(building, request(ThisFloor,UpDown)).
wait_open_door(Elevator,Floor) :- readt(building, door_open(Elevator,Floor)).
enter(Floor,Elevator, UpDown) :- gett(building, request(Floor,UpDown)).
select_destination(Elevator,ThisFloor,UpDown,Floor) :-
generate_destination(Floor,UpDown,ThisFloor), tellt(Elevator, exit(Floor)).
exit(Elevator, Floor2) :-
readt(building, door_open(Elevator,Floor2)), gett(Elevator, exit(Floor2)).
elevator(move,ThisFloor,UpDown,Elevator) :-
nextfloor(UpDown,ThisFloor,NextFloor), elevator(test,NextFloor,UpDown,Elevator).
elevator(idle,ThisFloor,_,Elevator) :-
readt(building, request(Floor,_)), elevator(test,ThisFloor,_,Elevator).
elevator(stop,ThisFloor,UpDown,Elevator) :-
tellt(building,door_open(Elevator,ThisFloor)), wait,
gett(building,door_open(Elevator,ThisFloor)), elevator(test,ThisFloor,UpDown,Elevator).
elevator(test,ThisFloor,UpDown,Elevator) :-
readt_nb(Elevator, exit(ThisFloor)), elevator(stop,ThisFloor,UpDown,Elevator).
elevator(test,ThisFloor,UpDown,Elevator) :-
readt_nb(building,request(ThisFloor,UpDown)), elevator(stop,ThisFloor,UpDown,Elevator).
elevator(test,ThisFloor,UpDown,Elevator) :-
readt_nb(Elevator,exit(Floor),samedirection(UpDown,ThisFloor,Floor)),
elevator(move,ThisFloor,UpDown,Elevator).
elevator(test,ThisFloor,UpDown,Elevator) :-
readt_nb(Elevator,exit(Floor),samedirection(UpDown,Floor,ThisFloor)),
otherdirection(UpDown,DownUp), elevator(move,ThisFloor,DownUp,Elevator).
elevator(test,ThisFloor,_,Elevator) :-
readt_nb(building,request(ThisFloor,UpDown)), elevator(stop,ThisFloor,UpDown,Elevator).
elevator(test,ThisFloor,_,Elevator) :-
readt_nb(building,request(Floor,_)), samedirection(UpDown,ThisFloor,Floor),
elevator(move,ThisFloor,UpDown,Elevator).
elevator(test,ThisFloor,UpDown,Elevator) :- elevator(idle,ThisFloor,none,Elevator).
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nextfloor(up,ThisFloor,NextFloor) :- NextFloor is ThisFloor + 1.
nextfloor(down,ThisFloor,NextFloor) :- ThisFloor > 1, NextFloor is ThisFloor - 1.
nextfloor(down,1,1).
samedirection(up,ThisFloor,Floor) :- Floor > ThisFloor.
samedirection(down,ThisFloor,Floor) :- Floor < ThisFloor.
otherdirection(up,down).
otherdirection(down,up).
?- tellbb(building,[],[]), tellbb(el1,[],[]), tellbb(el2,[],[]),
tellp(el1,elevator(idle,1,_,el1)), tellp(el2,elevator(idle,1,_,el2)),
tellp(building,person(1)), tellp(building,person(1)), tellp(building,person(1)).
It is worth noting that any number of elevators can be added to the system. The system
is not energy-conscious but competes. So, if all the elevators are idle, and somebody needs
an elevator, they will all take ofi, and as soon as the flrst arrives, the other elevators will
become idle, or pick up somebody else.
The elevator system can be made more sophisticated by adding additional synchro-
nization to the program. Other elevator commands such as emergency stop, keep the
doors open,. . . can be implemented in a couple of lines of code.
In this example, the conditional blackboard operations are essential to express the
fact that the elevator is only looking for pending requests in the direction in which it is
currently moving. If conditions were not available, it would be di–cult to elegantly and
correctly express this restriction because uniflcation is not powerful enough to select the
right term.
The local blackboards are essential to make sure that elevators have their own state,
and are not in°uenced by each other. Of course, the name of the elevators could be coded
into the terms on a global blackboard, but this solution would be less elegant, and harder
to implement e–ciently.
7. Comparison with Related Work
Our work can be compared with related work both at the language level and at the
semantics level.
7.1. language
Several Linda-like primitives have been incorporated in the languages Linda-D-Prolog
(Sutclifie and Pinakis, 1991), Sicstus Prolog (Carlsson et al., 1991) and FLiPSiDE
(Schwartz, 1993). The main difierence with these languages is that they have not re-
ally been conceived from a clean integration of logic programming and of the Linda
framework. Our blackboards can be accessed by any process instead of one dedicated
blackboard process, hereby increasing the throughput. Moreover, the distinction between
foreground and background processes is peculiar to our work.
Shared Prolog (Brogi and Ciancarini, 1991) ofiers a similar functionality but it difiers
from „Log at a programming level. Programming in „Log is very close to programming
in Prolog and requires only an adaptation for the blackboard related primitives, not for
the Prolog part. In contrast, programming in Shared Prolog requires a familiarity with
pre-activation and post-activation parts, with guards and commitment, . . . , and to think
directly in parallel terms. Other difierences are that in Shared Prolog, the number of
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processes is static and that the blackboard communication can only take place at speciflc
places. The implementation of Shared Prolog is also more complicated than that in
„Log based-languages, among others because of the mechanism of competing activation
patterns.
Other languages similar to „Log include Gamma (Banatre and Le M¶etayer, 1993), LO
(Andreoli and Pareschi, 1991), Communicating Clauses (Jacquet and Monteiro, 1992),
and the mechanism proposed in Brogi (1990). All of them transform in one way or
another a multiset of elements into another one. Rephrased in terms of our framework,
they basically consist of taking active processes and passive data and of putting other
processes and data as a result. LO has moreover provision for specifying the number of
times an object can be consumed. The „Log framework difiers from these proposals in
several respects. First, „Log ofiers a flner control on processes and data. Although the two
are manipulated by a similar set of primitives, a clear distinction is made between them.
Moreover, „Log allows to combine blackboard primitives with sequential and parallel
composition operators in an unconstrained way. Secondly, in „Log terms and processes
are always renamed before being placed on a blackboard. Thirdly, a distinguishing feature
of „Log is the clear identiflcation of processes that should terminate in order to consider
the whole computation as successfully terminated.
There are not so many languages that support conditions on communication opera-
tions, the most notable one being Shared Prolog (Brogi and Ciancarini, 1991) which has
has a more general mechanism based on Dijkstra’s guards. A method can have multiple
competing guards containing a set of terms that should be removed from the blackboard
(the so-called in guard), a set of terms that should be available on the blackboard (the
so-called read guard), and a Prolog goal that must evaluate true. Only after the whole
guard evaluates successfully, the method commits to it, and the other competing guards
are canceled. Although this mechanism is very powerful, it has never been treated for-
mally, and as is pointed out by Gaspari (1994), the semantics have changed from one
version of the language to another. Our approach is simpler, can be treated semantically
in an elegant way, and provides most of the functionality of the Shared Prolog language
at a higher e–ciency.
Other blackboard-based languages do not have provisions for conditions. The solution
proposed by Sutclifie and Pinakis (1991) is to let the condition evaluate by the sender
instead of the receiver and adding the result of the evaluation as an extra argument
to the term to be communicated. It is clear that this creates a severe overhead in case
there are many difierent kinds of conditions to be evaluated in a system. Furthermore,
in applications where not all the conditions are known at compile time, this technique
cannot be used.
Delta-Prolog (Pereira et al., 1988) is a channel-based language that supports guards
on the sender side, as well as on the receiver side. The guards are mainly used in combi-
nation with the so-called choice goals, in which the elements, also called the alternatives,
contain the communication primitives. Furthermore, the conditional primitives are syn-
chronous. In our approach, we are not conflned to a particular syntactical construct, nor
to synchronous communication. The conditional blackboard primitives are completely
unconstrained.
Linda (Gelernter, 1989) and Polis Prolog (Ciancarini, 1991) support multiple tuple
spaces in a similar way as in „Log. However, our framework is more integrated as we use
tell/read/get primitives not only to manipulate data, but also to manipulate processes
and blackboards.
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Finally, let us recall that Section 1 has already argued the merits of the blackboard-
based approach with respect to stream-based concurrent logic languages and Prolog, and
has also compared „Log and Linda.
7.2. semantics
As far as semantics are concerned, our paper has built upon a previous work (De Boss-
chere and Jacquet, 1992) where an unconditional and non-modular version of the „Log
framework has been described together with operational and declarative semantics. How-
ever, as best appreciated from Section 4, the introduction of conditions and of multiple
blackboards have called for extensions. The main difierences are the generalization of
conflgurations, the explicit handling of blackboards in the traces, the generalization of
interpretations in order to treat conditions.
8. Conclusion
This paper has build upon previous work by the authors (De Bosschere and Jacquet,
1993; De Bosschere and Tarau, 1996; Jacquet and De Bosschere, 1994) to propose new
mechanisms that are currently lacking but are of a practical necessity. On the one hand,
local blackboards are introduced to provide processes with private memories as well as to
allow communication between some processes to take place locally as opposed to globally.
On the other hand, conditional operations are proposed in order to select data on the
blackboard in a richer way than what can be achieved by uniflcation only.
The interest of the new primitives has been illustrated through the coding of an el-
evator system. They have there been proved to be simple yet expressive enough. Their
implementation has also been discussed and a (formal) operational semantics have been
proposed.
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